VMAC ADJUSTS PLANS FOR UNITED KINGDOM

Nanaimo, BC, July 23, 2018 – VMAC announced today the termination of its distribution agreement
with Original Ltd to represent the VMAC brand of mobile compressed air equipment in the United
Kingdom, effective July 14, 2018. Techni Ltd., based in Shrewsbury U.K., continues to represent VMAC in
the United Kingdom and Europe as VMAC’s official distributor.
“Original has been instrumental in selling and supporting the VMAC under bonnet product in the U.K.
marketplace for the past eight years” said Gordon Duval, Vice President Sales and Marketing for VMAC
Global Technology Inc. “The market realities today are such that the VMAC brand requires a more
specialized focus in sales and support of our mobile compressed air equipment through partners who
are capable of representing the complete product line that VMAC offers” Duval continued.
“The VMAC brand is widely recognized and respected in the U.K., and we believe there is strong demand
for our complete mobile air compressor line. The VMAC product line is perfectly suited to the variety of
applications and industries that require the most innovative, compact, powerful and high quality mobile
compressed air systems available” said Duval.
In June 2016 VMAC appointed Shrewsbury, U.K. based Techni Ltd. as a distributor of VMAC products for
the U.K and Europe.
“VMAC is very pleased to further grow its partnership with Techni Ltd., one of the most respected
market leaders in the design and manufacture of cast mount and drive solutions for mobile transport
industries” said Duval. “Techni’s long history and significant experience ensures that the VMAC under
bonnet product line will be fully supported for all product sales, installations, spares and after sales
service within the U.K and Europe.
“VMAC air compressors are the smallest, most lightweight and powerful engine mounted systems
available in the world, and we are very pleased to be representing the VMAC product line in the U.K. and
Europe” said Lynsay Doel, Director at Techni Ltd.
VMAC’s latest innovation, the VR40 air compressor offers 40 CFM at 100% duty cycle, weighs only 14
pounds and is 60% smaller than competitive products.

“In addition, Techni will also offer VMAC’s range of deck mounted mobile compressed air solutions
including the industry leading 40 & 60 CFM Hydraulic Driven Air Compressors, 30 CFM Gas Engine Driven
Air Compressor, and the award winning 45 CFM 6-In-1 Multifunction Power System.” Doel also
commented.
“With a core focus on the delivery of superior products and customer service, Techni Ltd. aligns
perfectly with VMAC’s philosophy and commitment to be the leader in mobile compressed air
innovation, ensuring continued growth in the U.K. and Europe for both our companies” said Duval.
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About Techni Ltd
Techni Ltd is a leader in the design and manufacture of cast mount and drive solutions for mobile
transport industries in the U.K., Europe and the United States.
Precision is the most important principle on which Techni was founded. Attention to detail in strong
design, analysis and engineering services are paramount. Over 80 years collective engineering
knowledge allows Techni to efficiently provide superior design, analysis and engineering mount and
drive solutions. Rapid growth is a direct result of an extensive array of expertise, unique skills and
experience combined to meet the technological challenges of tomorrow.
About VMAC
VMAC (Vehicle Mounted Air Compressors) is the leader in mobile compressed air innovation and one of
the only true air compressor manufacturers in North America. With over 30 years of history, this awardwinning company designs and manufactures mobile air compressors and multi-power systems, earning a
reputation for extraordinary build quality, durability, and reliability in extreme conditions among
operators and fleet managers. VMAC mobile air compressors and multi-power systems are sold through
an extensive network of over 300 Dealers with locations throughout North America, United Kingdom,
Europe, New Zealand, Australia, and the Middle East.

